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TESTS OF VARIABLE-BAND MULTILAYERS DESIGNED FOR INVESTIGATING 1. Introduction

OPTIMAL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE VS. ARTIFACT SIGNAL RATIOS IN DUAL-ENERGY
DIGITAL SUBTRACTION ANGIOGRAPHY (DDSA) IMAGING SYSTEMS* The clinical quality of angiograms generated at the iodine K edge (33 keV) with conventional Dual

Energy Digital Subtraction Angiography (DDSA) systems using synchrotron radiation (SR) has been

D. Boyers, A. Ho, Q. Li, M. Piestrup, M. Ricer, R. Tatchynt limited from the outset in a number of respects [1,2]o Contributingfactors include: 1) a low-to-moderate
signal to noise (S/N) ratio stemming from the finite number of photons per pixel; 2) resolution limitations

Adelphi Technology ].nc,2181 Park Blvd, Paid Alto, CA 94306 stemming from low pixel density; 3) loss of resolution due to heart motion_and 4) loss of resolutionfrom

Stanford Linear AcceleratorCenter, Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, transmitted harmonics. Since each of these limitations can be overcome to a greater or lesser extent by
Stanford University, Stanford, California, 943091 increasing the fundamental in-band (33 keV) photon flux, various schemes for accomplishing this have

been considered or attempted, These have included: 1) increasing the efficiency (i.e., response) of the

detector system to 33 keV photons while increasing harmonic rejection [3,4,5]; 2) increasing the total flux

Abstract from wiggler sources while operating at critical energies significantly below 33 keV to decrease the
harmonic flux relative to 33 keV [6]; 3) substitutingshort-periodundulators for wigglers [7]; 4) improving

In recent work, various design techniques were applied to investigatethe feasibility of controlling the the duty cycle of the optical system [8]; and 5) increasing the bandwidth of the monochromatized above-

bandwidth and bandshape profiles of tungsten/boron-carbon (W/B4C) and tungsten/silicon (W/Si) and below-edge spectral lines [9,10,11].

multilayers for optimizing their performance in synchrotron radiation based angiographical imaging In implementing the "increased bandwidth" approach, the gain in the S/N ratio (nominally proportional

systems at 33 keV. Varied parameters included alternative spacing geometries, material thickness ratios, to the square root of the relative increase in bandwidth) becomes limited by the appearance of images of

and numbers of layer pairs. Planar optics with nominal design reflectivities of 30 % - 94 % and bandwidths non-iodinated body parts (bone, cartilage, etc.), whose contrast increases in some proportion to both the

ranging from 0.6 % - 10 % were designed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, fabricated by bandwidths of the near-edge lines, as well as to their increasing separation. A still-undetermined

the Ovonic Synthetic Materials Company, and characterized on Beam Line 4-3 at the Stanford experimental question is the signal _evels at which these undesired "artifact" images can begin to annul

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. In this paper we report selected results of these tests and review the the increased clinical information content o_the angiogram stemming from the overall increase in flux.

possible use of the multilayers for determining optimal signal to noise vs. artifact signal ratios in practical In the research reported in this paper, we have systematically considered and tested the use of

Dual-Energy Digital Subtraction Angiography systems, multilayer optics as a means of increasing the bandwidths and modulating the bandshapes of the near-
edge DDSA lines in the vicinity of 33 keV. A primary motivation has been the development of reliable

! techniques for manufacturing high-quality optics that could be used to experimentally investigate the

clinical tradeoffs between, e.g., increased S/N and enhanced artifact images. Another motivation is the

Presented at the 8th National Conference on Synchrotron Radiation Instrumentation, eventual utilization of these optics as monochromator elements. With these purposes in mind, we have
Gaithersburg, Md, August 23-26,1993 developed multilayer reflectors ranging in bandwidth from approximately 0.5 % to 10 % and have

, conducted computer simulations of iodinated phantom models to obtain insight into real DDSA imaging

systems. In the following sections we will briefly summarize selected results of our research and discuss

possible applications to systematic imaging studies and practical DDSA monochromator systems.

- 2. Variable-band multilayers: design

-i *Supported by DOE Offices of Basic Energy Sciences and High Energy and Nuclear Physics and The multilayer structure (hereinafter "default structure") on which our work is based consists of N

_ Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03-76SF0015. repeating layer-pairs of thickness d, each composed of one high-Z and one Iow-to-moderate-Z material.
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The differential scattering power of the two materials introduces a phase shift per layer-pair which, when shown in Fig. 3. A more detailed discussion of the modeling and parameter studies on which the present

repeated N times, can cause constructive interference and enhanced scattering in a direction work is based can be found in prior references[11,15].

approximately equal to the angle of radiation incidence. Real-time control of the fabrication process In may be useful to note that, although a large number of variations of a default multilayer structure

parameters and materials in multilayer construction allows for the consideration of structures whose have been theoretically investigated by us, many other potentially interesting modifications remain to be

periodicity, regularity, local composition, and local/global physical and optical properties can be adjusted studied. As an example, optimization of the higher reflectivity orders by utilizing periodic or quasi-pedodic

in a number of ways. This richness of adjustable parameter space leads naturally to the notion of structures with three or more repeating materials could be explored, or the use of electrically or

tailoring the structure of a default multilayer for a specific optical (or other physical) application. In prior magnetically polarizable materials for controlling the reflectivity or transmissivity response to polarized

work, for example, a number of structural modifications of a conventional, uniform-period configuration light could prove to be important. Lateral (as opposed to depth-dependent) variation of all the parameters

have been proposed both for optimizing reflectivity in the x-ray range (where absorption effects can be considered here could also lead to optimal structures for specific applications. As may be easily inferred,

significant) and for increasing the bandwidth of the reflectivity peak [12,13,14]. For the present research, a basic direction in multilayer design suggested by the present work is the detailed control of the band-

in which control of both of these characteristics was sought, we have investigated the following design shape, viz., the local amplitude and slope of the reflectivity profile (as opposed to the simple

stratagems [11015]: 1) gradual monotonic increase or decrease of the d-spacing of a default structure maximization of the reflectivity peak or its full-width half-maximum (FWHM) BW).

(see Fig. 1), hereinafter referred to as "continuous" or "quasi-continuous" grading; 2) "cluster" grading,

viz., a succession of default multilayers, each deposited successively, with an incremental increase (or

decrease) of the d-spacing of each default structure (_ee Fig. 2); 3) "cluster/etalon" grading, viz., cluster 3. Variable-band multilayers: fabrication and testing

grading with etalon spacers deposited between successive default structures; 4) "variable ratio"

structures, in which_Lmhethicknesses of the high-Z vs. Iow-Z multilayer materials in each period d of a Effects of substrate flatness and roughness on the local interfacial and overall global quality of

default (or continuously graded or cluster graded) structure is incrementally increased or decreased " 5) multilayers have been studied for many substrate and multilayer materials [18,19,20,21]. Studies of the

default structu_'es with differing high-Z vs Iow-Z thickness ratios; 6) arbitrary structures with varying effect of the absolute thicknesses of the high-Z or Iow-Z multilayer materials on these parameters have

numbers of layer-pairs; and 7) arbitrary structures with different high-Z vs iow-Z materials, been carded out for selected elements as well _22]. For the materials utilized in our experiment (tungsten

The design options were investigated with analytical simulation programs developed by one of us (R. (W), silicon(Si), and boron-carbon (B4C)), previously reported behavior indicated that minimizing

T.) at SSRL. These are based on a self-consistent dynamical scattering formalism related to the matrix substrate roughness would in general tend to minimize or improve the interfacial roughness.

method of Florin Abeles [16]. With negligible interfacial roughness between the multilayer materials the Considerations related to the reduced effect of interfacial roughness on the peak reflec_ivity vs the

:i programs yield results approximately valid for periodic arrays of homogeneous planar slabs, each reduction of incidence angle (and increased multilayer length) with increased d spacing led us to select d

characterized by the averaged complex index of refraction of the slab material. For sufficiently small- values in the 18 A - 23 A range. In a first fabrication run carded out in part to explore the effects of

scale and normally distributed interracial roughness, the ideal (homogeneous slab) reflectivity is substrate quality on the multilayer performance, W/B4C samples of various bandwidths and bandshape

conventionally corrected by the geometrically derived scalar mtAtiplier profiles were designed and fabricated on two types of substrate: 1) 3 inch diameter, 25 mil thick polished

] (4_orsinO,_2 Si wafers (measured local rms roughnessos ranging from 2 A - 9 A); and 2) 1 inch diameter, 3 mm thick

l_ (1) Z_.r,_dur(< 1.2 A rms roughness). The bandwidths of the samples were designed assuming a 3.5 Aq -- exp _, A.
interfacial roughness in the: 1) default, 2) continuously-graded, and 3) cluster-graded structures. This

where 0 is the angle of incidence on the multilayer, (3" is the standard deviation of the interfaciai parameter was drawn from results reported from prior sputter-deposition efforts by the Ovonic Synthetic

roughness distribution, and 3. is the wavelength of the Bragg-diffracted light [17]. The programs utilized Materials Company (Ovonics) and other workers [23,24] investigating tungsten/Iower-Z material systems.

in the present work also utilize the same o" parameter, but employ a more detailed representation of the Following fabrication, Ovonics characterized the structures' reflectivities with a conventional 8 keV

scattering process that is not in general representable by a simple scalar multiplier. Calculated reflectivity (copper (Cu) Kct) tube source. At SSRL, the samples' absolute reflectivities as a function of incidence

curves for a 10 % bandwidth (BW) W/B4C multilayer with, respectively, (3" = 0 A and o" = 3.5 A are angle were characterized on Beam Line 4-3 in the geometry shown in Fig. 4. Most of the samples

deposited on the Si wafers exhibited substantially poorer performance than predicted from the assumed
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design parameters, with the discrepancies accountable by either the large or irregular interfacial that the intrusion of bone artifacts is a strong function of increasing energy separation: for the particular

roughnesses, poor and non-repeatable local flatness effects, or both. In contrast, the Zerodur samples case shown, for example, a line energy separation of > 2 % for line BWs of > 2 % would always yield an

exhibited substantially improved agreement with the theoretical designs. An overlay of the designed and artery/bone signal ratio of < 1. In the bottom graph a (solid) contour indicating the required number of

measured reflectivity profiles of a 10% BW continuously-graded multilayer on Zerodur is shown in Fig. 5. photons/pixel to maintain a SIN ratio of at least 4 and an artery/bone signal ratio of at least I is plotted as

The centroid and reflectivity profile of the calculated curve have been shifted and scaled by, respectively, a function of line BW. For the reason just cited, this contour does not extend beyond the rightmost limit of

3 % and 7 % (increase) to agree with the centroid and peak reflectivity of the measured profile, the abscissa. The dotted line, representing the photon flux from a typical source (passed by a multilayer

Following the analysis of our first run results, a second ("Phase II") batch of samples was designed and the patient's body) vs the multilayers bandwidth, locates an optimal operating BW of about 1.2 %.

and prepared. Since satisfactory results in adjusting the bandwidth by grading the periodicity were Although studies such as these may account for many of the essential features of DDSA systems

obtained in the first run, the emphasis in the design of the second set was placed primarily on modulating and generally corroborate the theoretical assessments of other workers [9,25,26], it should be evident

the reflectivity's BW by adding Si to our materials roster and varying [15]: 1) the thickness ratio of the that our model assumptions and the values we assigned to our simple signal-to-noise and artery-to-bone

high-Z vs Iow-Z materials; 2) the number of layer-pairs N; and 3) the size of the period (d) of a default imaging criteria are as yet insufficiently substantiated to rigorously define the optimal operating point of a

multilayer configuration. For the production run thicker and larger Si substrates, with dimensions and real DDSA system. To date, unfortunately, high quality diffractive optics in the =0.5% - 10 % BW range

specified surface roughnesses listed in Table 1, were prepared by General Optics. Following have been unavailable to perform this type of investigation. In view of this, it is our belief that a valid way

characterization of the completed multilayers at Cu Kccby Ovonics, they were comprehensively tested at to assess the clinically relevant tradeoffs associated with increasing the bandwidth and separation of the

33 keV on beam line 4-3 at SSRL. e - 2e (absolute reflectivity), x-direction (at fixed e and 2e), energy (at DDSA lines would be to employ the multilayers developed by us in actual imaging studies.

fixed e and 2e), and e (at fixed 2e) scans were performed on selected samples, with the e - 2e scans An additional direction made possible by our work is the development of monochromator

taken for all the samples. A list of selected samples, together with their measured reflectivities and configurations employing variable-band optics both for angiography applications and other purposes [27].

bandwidths, is given in Table 2. At the time of this writing, the alternative methods of using bent or mosaic crystals [9,10,28] to enhance
bandwidth are evidently superseded in certain respects by our approach. The first method, for example, is

presently limited to a BW of about 0.5 %, while mosaic-crystal structures reportedly exhibit inferior

4. Applications of variable-band multilayers to DDSA imaging tests and instrumentation focusing/imaging properties. A singular characteristic of a multilayer monochromator in this range (in
contrast to ones based on natural crystals) is, of course, the much smaller angle of incidence and

Using software developed in part at Adelphi Technology, we have simulated the detection of images scattering. Despite this constraint, we have developed in-principledesigns suitable for operation on SR

of iodinated arteries imbedded in material matrices with the absorptivity properties of the human body. in beam lines. In future work we plan to: 1) systematically extend our theoretical and experimental studies

Figure 6 a set of representative curves reflecting the different parameters of a typical simulation are of variable-band multilayers; and 2) explore further DDSA applications (e.g., harmonic rejection, signal

shown. In the top graph, the effect on S/N of separating the above- and below-edge DDSA lines for four discrimination, etc.) and other uses of multilayers with controllablebandshapes.

line bandwidths is shown. The signal for each line is defined independently as stemming from the net

absorbtance of the body with iodination minus its absorptance without iodination. For each curve the

same total number of integrated photons has been assumed, making it evident that increasing line 5. Acknowledgments

bandwidth and separation while maintaininga net constant flux would be deleterious to S/N. In actuality,
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